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Helen Zhao

Subject: FW: ??: FW: GOOD WAY TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD., FCC ID: SW8WM2100X1000000,  
Assessment NO.: AN05T4583, Notice#1

WM2100X1 TestRpt 
revised 0218....

WM2100X1 ExtPho 
revised 0218.p...

WM2100X1 IntPho 
revised 0218.p...

From: ting@ccsemc.com.tw 
Sent: Friday, February 18, 2005 2:25 AM
To: Helen Zhao
Subject: ??: FW: GOOD WAY TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD., FCC ID: SW8WM2100X1000000, Assessment NO.: AN05T4583, 
Notice#1

Question #1: Section 7.1 of the test report refers to FCC15.247(c), which
is not an applicable rule for this filing. Please update the test report.
Ans #1: The test report has been revised. Please refer to it.

Question #2: Please provide fundemantal field strength measurement in the
test report. Please make sure peak mesurements meet 15.35(b) requirement.
Ans #2: The fundemantal field strength measurement has been added in the
test report. Please refer to it.

Question #3: Please verify if Notebook PC and USB mouse are supporting
equipment to be used during the test.
Ans #3: Sorry, It is typo.
(See attached file: WM2100X1 TestRpt revised 0218.pdf)(See attached file:
WM2100X1 ExtPho revised 0218.pdf)(See attached file: WM2100X1 IntPho
revised 0218.pdf)
Besides, please be updated that the EUT has two models, the main change is
the mechanical design of control button. So the report and photos all have
been updated as attached files.

Best Regards,
Ting

The items indicated above must be submitted before processing can continue
on the above referenced application. Failure to provide the requested
information within 30 days of the original e-mail date may result in
application dismissal and forfeiture of the filing fee. Also, please note
that partial responses increase processing time and should not be
submitted. Any questions about the content of this correspondence should be
directed to the e-mail address listed below the name of the sender.

________________________________________________________________________
This e-mail transmission is confidential and intended solely for being
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reviewed by the recipient(s) identified above. If you are not an
identified recipient, please ensure that this communication remains
confidential and promptly return it to the sender. Please contact
immediately by phone (Tel: 886-2-2299-9720) for any problem with
this transmission, Thank you for your attention.


